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Farmers should be more strictly 
regulated on their farm’s groundwater 
as contamination is suffocating aquatic 

life http://bit.ly/1WyDsTe 
#OceanConsvnUBC  

 

Michelle Stevens @MicheS5 Photo from: http://blogs.agu.org/terracentral/files/2014/11/Farm.Runoff_8680854243_427a438fed.jpg 





Canada made a promise to protect 10% of 
marine areas by 2020. We are less than 5 
years away and currently sit @ only 1.3% 

#OceanConsvnUBC 
  

Sandra Emry  
@seahugger77 





 













Lack of #oceanhealth discussion in 
federal election debates. Does this 
say anyth about societal attitudes 

towards the ocean? 
#OceanConsvnUBC 

@hilary_low 



Blaire Cameron @babecamo  

overfished cod and fragile coldwater corals, Canadas 
work is cut out in its commitment to conserve 
vulnerable marine zones #Atlanticocean 
 

https://twitter.com/search?q=#Atlanticocean


• Canada hopes to prevent, eradicate or control 
aquatic invasive species with help of DFO and 
CEARA #collaboration #action 
#OceanConsvnUBC 

 
Daphne Austin @daphnecaustin 



https://www.biv.com/article/2015/8/business-throws-fishermen-lifeline/ 

Small-scale Fisheries 



Longest world coastline…3 billion spent yearly on recreational fishing 
alone…is this to small a catch for discussion? #elx42 #OceanConsvnUBC 

Brock Staller 
@bstaller14 



 







As the country with the longest 
coastline, we sure don't talk about it 

much, or teach it for that matter. Now, 
compare that to hockey.  

Scale of knowledge 

Photo: SpotterUp.com 
Photo: York University blog (Sickhead) 

Ahhhh…..it’s full of fish I think? 
I know everything related to hockey. 
HOCKEYYYYY!!!!! 





 



@sachiko_ouchi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arctic Race: Long history of claim disputes for energy resources. What about 
the ocean life?? #OceanConsvnUBC 
http://www.stimson.org/infographics/evolution-of-arctic-territorial-claims-
and-agreements-a-timeline-1903-present/  
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